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1 used to distract myself, some mornings before I got out of bed, by pressing the television re. 
mote control gadget from one channel to another. This may be the only way to watch Ty. 
1 certainly saw some remarkable sights. Blondes and brunettes and, possibly, redheads—my 
screen was colorless—washing their hair, relentlessly smiling, teeth gleaming like the grill. 
work of automobiles, breasts firmly, chillingly encased — packaged, as it were—and brilliantly 
uplifted, forever, all sagging corrected, forever, all middle age bulge—wIDDLE ACE nto! 
defeated, eyes as sensous and mysterious as jelly beans, lips covered with cellophane, hair 
sprayed to the consistency of aluminum, girdles forbidden to slide up, stockings defeated in 
their subversive tendencies to slide down, to tum crooked, to snag, to run, to tear, hands 
Prevented from aging by incredibly soft detergents, fingernails forbidden to break by superbly 
smooth enamels, teeth forbidden to decay by mysterious chemical formulas, all conceivable 
body odor, under no matter what contingency, prevented for twenty-four hours of every day 
forever and forever and fü d forever and forever, children’s bones knit strong by the foresight of vast bakeries 
tobacco robbed of any harmful effects by the addition of mint, the removal of nicotine, th 
Presence of filters and the length of the cigarette, tires which cannot betray y bil 
Which will make you feel proud, doors which ca not slam on those precious fingers or finger- 

ils, diagrams illustrating—proving—how swiftly impertinent pain can be driv 
rejawed youngsters dancing, other square-jawed youngsters d with armed with guitars, or backed by bands, howling; all of this—and so much more! p T punctuated by the roar of great sutomobiles, overtaking gangsters, the spatter of tommy-guns mowing them d nowing them down, the rise the organ as the Heroine braces herself to Te IA, the moving smile of the housewife who ha just won a fortune in metal and croc Hand crockery; news—news? from where? — dropping into y 

with the alertness and irrelevancy of pebbles, sex wearing an aspect so implacably dispiriting 

that even masturbation (by no means mutual) seems one of the possibilities that vanished in 

Eden, and murder one's last, best hope—sex of an appalling coyness, often in the form of a 

prophylactic cigarette being extended by the virile male toward the aluminum and cello- 

phane girl. They happily blow smoke into each other's face, jelly beans, brilliant with desire, 

grillwork gleaming; pethaps—poor, betrayed exiles—they are trying to discover if, behind all 

that grillwork, all those barriers, either of them has a tongue. 

Subsequently, in the longer and less explicit commercials in which these images are encased, 

the male certainly doesn't seem to have a tongue— perhaps one may say that the cat's got it; 

father knows best, these days, only in politics, which is the only place we ever find him, and 

where he proves to be—alas!—absolutely indistinguishable from the American boy. He 

doesn't even seem much closer to the grave—which fact, in the case of most of our most 

influential politicians, fills a great many people, all over the world, with despair. 

And so it should. We have all heard the bit about what a pity it was that Plymouth Rock 

didn't land on the Pilgrims instead of the other way around. I have never found this remark 

very funny. It seems wistful and vindictive to me, containing, furthermore, a very bitter 

truth. The inertness of that rock meant death for the Indians, enslavement for the blacks, 

and spiritual disaster for those homeless Europeans who now call themselves Americans and 

who have never been able to resolve their relationship either to the continent they fled or to 

the continent they conquered. Leaving aside—as we, mostly, imagine ourselves to be able to 

do— those people to whom we quaintly refer as minorities, who, without the most tremendous 

coercion, coercion indistinguishable from despair, would ever have crossed the frightening 



‘ocean to come to this desolate place? I know the myth tells us that heroes came, looking for 

freedom; just as the myth tells us that America is full of smiling people. Well, heroes are 

always, by definition, looking for freedom, and no doubt a few heroes got here, too—one 

wonders how they fared; and though I rarely see anyone smiling here, I am prepared to 

believe that many people are, though God knows what it is they're smiling about; but the 

relevant truth is that the country was settled by a desperate, divided, and rapacious horde 

of people who were determined to forget their pasts and determined to make money. We 

certainly have not changed in this respect and this is proved by our faces, by our child: 

by our absolutely unspeakable loneliness, and the spectacular ugliness and hostility of our 

cities, Our cities are terribly unloved —by the people who live in them, I mean. No one seems 

to feel that the city belongs to him. 

Despair: perhaps it is this despair which we should attempt to examine if we hope to bring 

water to this desert 

It is, of course, in the very nature of a myth that those who are its victims and, at the same 
time, its perpetrators, should, by virtue of these two facts, be rendered unable to examine th 
myth, or even to suspect, much less re p h less recognize, that it is a myth which controls and blasts their 
lives. One sees this, it seems his, it to me, in great and grim relief, in the situation of the poor white 
in the Deep South. The poor white was enslaved almost from th h d he instant he arrived on these 
shores, and he is still enslaved by a brutal and cynical oligarchy. The utility of th he utility of the poor white 
was to make slavery both profitable and safe and, therefore, the germ of wh germ of white supremacy 
which he brought with hi he brought with him from Europe was made hideously to flourish in the Am 
Two world wars and a world-wide depression have failed to reveal to th al to this poor man that he 

has far more in common with the exslaves whom he fears than he has with the masters who 

oppress them both for profit. It is no accident that ancient Scottish ballads and Elizabethan 

chants are still heard in those dark hills—talk about a people being locked in the past! To be 

locked in the past means, in effect, that one has no past, since one can never assess it, or use it 

and if one cannot use the past, one cannot function in the present, and so one can never be 

free. I take this to be, as I say, the American situation in relief, the root of our unadmitted 

sorrow, and the very key to our crisis 

It has always been much easier (because it has always seemed much safer) to give a name 10 

the evil without than to locate the terror within. And yet, the terror within is far truer and far 

more powerful than any of our labels: the labels change, the terror is constant, And this te 

has something to do with that irreducible gap between the self one invents— the self one takes 

oneself as being, which is, however, and by definition, a provisional self—and the undiscover 

able self which always has the power to blow the provisional self to bits. It is perfectly possible 

indeed, it is far from uncommon—to go to bed one night, or wake up one morning, oF 

simply walk through a door one has known all one’s life, and discover, between inhaling and 

exhaling, that the self one has sewn together with such effort is all dirty rags, is unusable, is 

gone: and out of what raw material will one build a self again? The lives of men—and, there- 

fore, of nations—to an extent literally unimaginable, depend on how vividly this question 

lives in the mind, It is a question which can paralyze the mind, of course; but if the question 

does xor live in the mind, then one is simply condemned to eternal youth, which is a sy 

onym for corruption. 

Some rare days, often in the winter, when New York is cheerfully immobilized by snow 



Perle Mesta, Way, 

cheerfully, because the snow gives people an excuse to talk to each other, and they need, Gog 

help us, an excuse—or sometimes when the frozen New York spring is approaching, I walk our 

of my house toward no particular destination, and watch the faces that pass me. Where do 

they come from? how did they become—these faces 

10 whom? they are related to what? They do not relate to the 

being could; 1 suspect hat many 

these buildings are abc 

so cruel and so sterile? they are rel, h related 













nthe land of the fre 

at special brand 

o much for 

ied man, with two children, here on a 

some dirty and disreputable place 

land: so much for morals, T was not 

that my veins were not punc 

ruculent than ever. 1 conveyed to him with some 

1 that I was perfectly able, and more than willing, to 

actly, had he picked us up? 

h caused me to despise him from the 

nany times have 1 heard it!—that there had been a call 



out to pick up two guy
s who looked just like us 

White and black, you mean? 

„me on the fingers ofone hand all the Americans 

Apart from my friends, | think I can 
Thave 

t who were abl ra direct question, a real question: well, not exactly. Hey 
ever met who were able to answer 

He hadn't even known that the other guy Wat white. (He thought that he was Puen 

Rican, which says something very interesting 1 think, about the eye of the beholder like 

as it were, to like 

Nevertheless, he was in à box—it was not going 10 be a simple matter of apologizing and 

letting me go. Unless he was able to find his friend and wv friend, I was going to force him 1o 

arren me and then bring charges for false arrest. So, not without difficulty, we found my 

friend, who had been released and was waiting in the bar around the comer from our house 

He, also, had baffled his interlocutor; had baffled him by turning out 1° be exactly what he 

had said he was, which contains its own comment, I think, concerning the attitudes Ameri- 

cans have toward each other. He had given my friend a helpful tip: if he wanted to make itin 

America, it would be better for him not to be seen with niggers My friend thanked him 

warmly, which brought a glow, I should imagine, to his simple heart—how we adore simplic- 

ity!—and has since made something of a point of avoiding white Americans. 

1 certainly can't bl n. For one thing, talking to Americans is usually extremely uphill 

work. We are afraid to reveal ourselves because we trust ourselves so little. American attitudes 

are appalling, but so are the attitudes of most of the people in the world. What is stultifying 

here is that the attitude is presented as the person; one is expected to justify the attitude 

in order to reassure the person— whom, alas, one has yet to meet, who is light-years away, in 

some dreadful, private labyrinth, And in this labyrinth the person is desperately trying NOT to 

find out what he REALLY feels. Therefore, the truth cannot be told, even about s attitudes: 

we live by lies, And not only, for example, about race—whatever, by this time, in this country, 

or, indeed, in the world, this word may mean—but about our very natures. The lie h 

penetrated to our most private moments, and the most secret chambers of our hearts 

ter can happen, in any society, to an 
asin more people. And when it happens, it 

people are caught in a kind of vacuum between their present and 
scans that the the heir past 

sonticised, that is the maligned past, and the denied and dishonored present. 1 
be ro 

nt. It isa 

in such a crisis, at such a pressure, it becom 
isis of identity. And in P ‚ich es absolutely indispensable to 

ET eee the two words, here, are synonyms- the stranger, the barbarian, who i 

> confusion and our pain. Once he is driven out 
sible for ou 

destroyed then we c 
repo! 

an 

+: those questions will be gone. Of course, those questi 
peat pe s never go, but it has always 

y much easier to murder than to change- And this is really the choice with which 

onted now 
are confronts 

[know that these are strong words for a sunlit, optimistic land, lulled for so long, and into 

noria, by prosperity (based on the threat of war) pare d by such magazines as 

vies roe, and stirring political slogans, and Hollywood and television. (Communica 

cons whose role is not lo communi ate, but simply to reassure.) Nevertheless, I am appalled 

(or example—by the limpas with which the entire nation appears to have accepted the 

proposition that, in the city of Dallas, Texas, in which handbills were being issued accusing 

the ate President Kennedy of treason, one would seo a leftist lunatic with a gun to blow off 

the President's head. Leftists have a hard time in the south; there cannot be very many there 

1, certainly, was never followed around southem streets by leftist lunatics, but state troopers. 

similarly, there are a great many people in Texas, or, for that matter; in America, with 

far stronger reasons for wishing the President dead than any deme nted Castroite could have 

hod. Quite apart, now, from what time will reveal dhe truth o this case to Base Been 

reasuring to feel that the evil came from without and isin no way connected with the moral 

mate of America; reassuring to feel that the enemy sent the assassin from far away, and that 

we, ourselves, could never have nourished so monstrous a personality or be in any way what 

ever responsible for such a cowardly and bloody act. Well. The America of my experience has 

worshipped and nourished violence for as long as 1 have been on carth The violence Was 

being perpetrated mainly against black men, though- the strangers; and so it didniy count 



But, if a society permits one portion of its citizen to be menaced or destroyed, then, ver 

The forces thus released in the people can never be helg 
soon, no one in that society is safe 

in cheek, but run their devouring course 

imagined they would save 

But we are unbelievably ignorant concerning ay nothing of 

what goes on in the rest of the world —and a quest 
y h le d ion what 

we are told. Our failure to tr - ne another 

has become so great that 

pulence is so pervasi 

persuade themsel 



























Four Aw can be a devastating hour, The day, no matter what kind of day it w as, is indiy pun. 
ably over; almost instantaneously, a new day begins: and how will one bear i? p ar i Prou 
no better than one bore the day thi is ending, possibly not as well. Moreover, a q, 
coming which one will not recall, the last day of one's life, and on that day one will ill ovis, T 
become as irrecoverable as all the days that have passed, 

It is a fearful speculation—or, rather, a fearful knowledge— that, one day one's eyes will 

longer look out on the world. One will no lon er be present at the universal morning roll 

The light will rise for others, but not for you, Sc times, at four Aw, this knowledge is al 

‘enough to force a reconciliation between oneself and all one's pain and error. Since, nyway, 
it will end one day, why not try it—life—one more time? rr's A LONG OLD ROAD, as Bes 
Smith puts it, nr rr's oor ro rip Ax exp. And so, she wearily, doggedly, informs us, 1 Picken 

BAG, BABY, AND I TRIED rT AGAIN. Her song ends on a very bitter nd revealing note 
» T TRUST NOBODY, YOU MIGHT AS WELL BE ALONE | FOUND MY LONG-LOST FRIEND, AND 

1 MIGHT AS WELL STAYED AT HOME! 

Still, she was driven to find that long-lost friend, to grasp a with fearful hope, the un- 
willing, unloving, human hand. I think all of our voyages drive us there; for I have al 
felt that a human being could only be saved by another human being. I am aware th 
do not save each other very often. But I am also aware that we save each other some of th 
time. And all that God can do, and all that I expect Him to do, is lend one the courage to 
continue one’s journey and face one’s end, wh t comes, like a man. 

or, perhaps—perhay w so w perhaps—perhaps—h d that last day, something wonderful will h fu happen, a 
miracle, a miracle of cohere le le of coherence and release. And the miracle on which tead h one's unstea 
attention is focussed is always the same, however it may be stated, or however it may 

ne miracle of love, love strong enough to guide or drive one into the great 
Iris the mira 

gated 
vost to put it another way, into the apprehension and acceptance of one's 

rity, or, 10 P cof matu " For some deep and incradicable instinct. believe causes us to know th 

n identity. For 
outlast death, which can cause life to 

ate achievement which ca 
„aly this passio 

TI 

at four AM, when one feels that one has probably become simply 

Nevertheless, sometimes 

„pable of supporting this mirac le, with all one's wounds awake and throbbing, and all 

Ec. inadequacy staring and shouting from the walls and the floor—the entire 

d having shrunk to the prison of the self death glows like the only light on a high 

i 
, forever and forever! lost one's way And many of us 

a road, where one 
dark, mounta 

perish then 

put if one can reach back, reach down— into oneself, into ones life—and find there some 

ambivalent, to one's reality, one will be enabled, though 
witness, however unexpected or 

perhaps not very spiritedly, to face another day. (We used to sing în the church, r's ANOTHER 

f AND 1'M SO GLAD, THE WORLD CAN'T DO ME NO HARM!) What one must be 
v's JOURNEY 

enabled to recognize, at four o'clock in the morning, is that one has no right, at least not för 

reasons of private anguish, to take one's life. All lives are connected to omer lives and when 

c has to look on oneself as the 
one man goes, much more than the man goes with him. One has t look on oneself as t 

custodian of a quantity and a quality—oneself—which is absolutely unique 10 the world 

because it has never been here before and will never be here again But it is extremely 

in this place and time, to look on oneself in this way. Where all human connections 
difficult, 

are distrusted, the human being is very quickly lost. 

Four aw passes, the dangerous turning maneuvered once more; and here coms the sun or 



the rain and the hard, metallic, unrevealing light and sounds of life outside le and moy 
Ovemen: 

in the streets, Cautiously, one peeks through the blinds, guessing at th 

presently, out of the limbo of the bathroom steam and fog, one's face 3 a 

again, from unimaginable depths. Here it comes, unreadable as ever TA HU. 

steady beneath the skin, eyes veiling the mind’s bewilderment and the Re : Pan: 

lips eryptically suggesting that all is not well with the spirit which lives Bs as 

‘Then one selects the uniform which one will wear. This uniform is designed EE 

er what to see so that they will not be made uncomfortable and probably Ue E 

forced to look on another human being. The uniform must suggest a certain ie 

must dictate a certain air and it must also convey, however subtly, a dorma; . 

like the power of a sleeping lion. It is necessary to make anyone on th a 

before attempting to vent his despair on you. So armed, one oni a 

The unloved streets. 1 have very often walked through Menem hrough the streets of New York fancying 
myself a kind of unprec precedented explorer, trapped among savag h avages, searching for hidden 
treasure; the trick bein being to discover the treasure before thi d ve savages discovered me; h ; hence, 
my misleading ng uniform. After al fier all, I have lived in cities in which ston (one urns on park parapets 
were not unthinkable, cities in wi was perfectly pos er of taking ; cities in which it was pi po t 
one’s life ie's hands, to walk pai w lon ld a stone urn las 

in hands, to = through the park. How long woul oul 
entral Park? And look at the New York buildings, rising up like tyrannical eagles, glass a 

steel and aluminum smiting the Ty ie temptuous; who can fü E: j pt, c nptuo n function in 
these buildi Idings and for whose ps en. NN profit were they built? Unloved indeed: look 

streets, as arrogant and irreverent as bi Nu n usiness-men and as di langerous as those 
gangs of children wh ho roamed the strer the streets of bombed European cities after the I ties after the last World War, 

n have no strange and grinning soldiers to give them chocolate candy or 

these child 

and no on » on! + will give them a home. No one has one to give, the very word no 

peti’ 
‚ger conveying 

m. 
any meaning, and, anyway, nothing is more vivid in American life than 

shat we have no respect for our children, nor have our children any respect for us. 

the fact arts early, 

what w e have become, by placing things above people, we broke their hes 

py being 

a drove them away 

seems to me, a very curious sense of reality—or, rather, perhaps, I should say, 

reality. How is it possible, one c we have, asit 

king addiction to i 
annot but ask, to raise a child 

a sti 
g the child? How is it possible to love the child if one does not know who one is? 

without lovin 

How is it possible fo 

money or security or safety 
x the child to grow up if the child is not loved? Children can survive 

without 
or things: but they are lost if they cannot find a loving 

example, for only this example can give them a touchstone for their lives. Tuus FAR AND NO 

z must say to the child. Ifthe child is not told where the limits 

yuaruex: this is what the fathe 

are, he will spend the rest of his life trying to discover them. For the child who is not told 

where the limits are knows, though he may not know he knows it, that no one cares enough 

about him to prepare him for his journey 

This, I think, has something to do with the phenomenon, unprecedented in the world, of the. 

ageless American boy; it has something 19 do with our desperate adulation of simplicity and 

b how bitterly betrayed one must have been n one's youth to suppose that it is a virtue 

—and it also 
yout 

to remain simple or to remain young! helps to explicate, to my mind at Teast, 

some of the stunning purposes to which Americans have put the imprecise science of psychia- 

«ey. have known people in genuine trouble, who: somehow managed to live with their trouble 

and I cannot but compare these people—exjunkiet and jail-birds, sons of German Nazis, 



Piin 

sons of Spanish generals, sons of Southern racists, blues singers and black matrong with 
that fluid horde, in my professional and quasi-professional 

contacts, whose only trouble 
is inertia, who work at the most disgraceful jobs in order to pay, for the luxury of someon, 
else attention, twenty-five dollars an hour. To my black and toughened, Puritan conscience 
jt seems an abso te scandal; and, again, this pec rselfindulgence certainly has a dreadfuj 
effect on their children, whom they are quite unable to raise. And they cannot raise them 
because they have opted for the one commodity which is absolutely beyond human reach, 
safety. This is one of the reasons, as it seems to me, that we are so badly educated, for to 

become educated (as all tyrants have always know become inaccessibly independent, 
it is to acquire a dangerous way of assessing danger, and it is to hold in one's hands a means 

of changing reality. This is not at all the same thing as “adjusting” to reality: the effort of 
adjusting” to reality simply has the paradoxical effect of destroying reality, since it substi- 

















THE LIGHT THAT'S IN YOUR EVES | REMINDS ME OF THE SKIES | THAT SHINE ABOVE US EVERY DAY 
30 Wrote a contemporary lover, out of God knows what agony, what hope, and what 

despair. But he saw the light in the eyes, which is the only light there is in the world, and 
honored it and trusted it; and will always be able to find it; since it is always there, waiting 
to be found. One discovers the light in darkness, that is what darkness is for; but everything 
in our lives depends on how we bear the light. It is necessary, while in darkness, to know that 
there is a light somewhere, to know that in oneself, waiting to be found, there is a light. What 
the light reveals is danger, and what it demands is faith. Pretend, for example, that you were 
bom in Chicago and have never had the remotest desire to visit Hong Kong, which is only a 
name on a map for you; pretend that some convulsion, sometimes called accident, throws you 
anto connection with a man or a woman who lives in Hong Kong; and that you fall in love 
Hong Kong will immediately cease to be a name and become the center of your life And y 
may never know how many people live in Hong Kong. But you will know that one man or one 
‘woman lives there without whom you cannot live. And this is how our lives are changed. and 
this is how we are redeemed 

What a journey this life is! dependent, entirely, on things unseen. If your lover lives in 

Hong Kong and cannot get to Chicago, it will be necessary for you to go to Hong Kong 

Perhaps you will spend your life there, and never see Chicago again. And you will, I assure 

you, as long as space and time divide you from anyone you love, discover a great deal about 

hipping routes, air lanes, earthquake, famine, disease, and war. And you will always know 

what time it is in Hong Kong, for you love someone who lives there. And love will simply have 

no choice but to go into battle with space and time and, furthermore, to win. 

1 know we often lose, and that the death or destruction of another is infinitely more real and 

unbearable than one's own. I think I know how many times one has to start again, and how 

often one feels that one cannot start again. And yet, on pain of death, one can never remain 

where one is. The light. The light. One will perish without the light 

1 have slept on rooftops and in basements and subways, have been cold and hungry all my 

fife; have felt that no fire would ever warm me, and no arms would ever hold me. I have been, 

as the song says, 'BUKED AND scorNeD and I know that I always will be. But, my God, in that 

darkness, which was the lot of my ancestors and my own state, what a mighty fire burned! 



In that darkness of rape and degradation, that fine, Aying froth and mist of blood, through 
all that terror and in all that helplessness, a living soul moved and refused to die, We really 

home-made spoon and tore down mountains with our hands. And if 
emptied oceans with 

love was in Hong Kong, we learned how to swim. 
Iti ty heritage, it is the human heritage, and it is all there is to trust. And I leamed 
this through descending, as it were, into the eyes of my father and my mother I wondered, when I was litle, how they bore it—for I knew that they had much to be ar. It had not yet occurred to me that I also would have much to bear; but they knew it, and the unimaginable rigors of their journey helped them to prepare me for mine. This is why one must say Yes to life and embrace it wherever it is found—and it is found in terrible places; nevertheless, there Ws; and if the father can say, Yes, Loro, the child can learn that most diff ult of words, Amen. 



For nothing is fixed ever and forever and forever, it is 

not fixed; the earth is always shifting, the light is always 

changing, the sea does not cease to grind down rock. 

Generations do not cease to be bom, and we are respon- 

sible to them because we are the only witnesses they have. 



The sea rises, the light fails, lovers cling to each other, 

and children cling to us, The moment we cease to hold 

each other, the moment we break faith with one another, 

the sea engulfs us and the light goes out. 
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